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Summary

Key Achievements

Hey Girls was founded in 2018 in reaction to the shocking
statistics published the same year that 1 in 10 women and
girls in the UK have found themselves in period poverty.
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The landscape has changed since 2018, ground-breaking
steps have been made, with Scotland expanding their free
provision bill in early 2020 to include public spaces and
the phenomenal news of the Free Provision Act being
passed through parliament in November 2020. Wales
and England too have followed suit - introducing period
schemes of their own in 2020.
However, what nobody could have predicted would be the
impact of a global pandemic. Whilst provision is now more
readily available in Scotland and Wales - the most recent
study by Plan UK (May 2020) found that now 3 in 10 women
and girls in the UK are now unable to afford period products
as a direct result of the Coronavirus Pandemic.
Over 50% of the women and girls surveyed have been
forced to use other household items to manage their
periods during lockdown, this problem compounded
in the early stages of the pandemic by the added issue
that toilet paper and period pads were hard to access.
Additionally, the fear of going to shops during a global
pandemic, or an inability to due to having to shield has
made access more difficult than it has ever been.
Whilst this is not where we wanted to find ourselves in our
third year, we have continued to make it our mission to get
products to those who need them most. Working tirelessly
to find innovative ways to get products out to communities
- working alongside local authority partners to pilot a home
pack scheme, delivering over 1 million products directly
to constituents doors, using a new bespoke online ordering
system. Working with donation partners across the UK to
keep the supply flowing - and strengthening our message to
the public to keep buying from social enterprises - to help
solve period poverty in the UK.
In July 2020 we hit a major milestone, Hey Girls donated
our 10 millionth period product and by December 2020
the tally reached over 12.5 million. 2020 saw new and
exciting collaborations – including that with new beauty
product FAACE masks, with a percentage of monthly profits
donating products to Cysters a grassroots charity, dedicated
to supporting individuals with reproductive & mental health
issues – and ethical fashion brand Lucy & Yak, with profits
from their vulva themed range of clothing generating over
1000 donations. We worked with charity partners in the first
national lockdown to get reusable products to NHS staff,
after feedback that their shifts were so busy some didn’t have
time to change their pads whilst on their period.

This year we partnered with inclusive tights brand Snag
Tights, including pairs of tights to our donation partners.
In February 2020 Hey Girls launched a national campaign
alongside advertising giants Adam and Eve - UNsanitary,
which saw news coverage across the country - as well
as publishing the first ever Big Issue supplement all
about Periods!
In our third year our team expanded, welcoming new
faces to our packing team in Musselburgh and sales and
marketing. We also expanded our dispatch capacity and
will open in February 2021 a second location in Norfolk,
with a new team of packers to service our customers in
England and expand on the home pack service to local
authorities in Scotland, Wales and England.
We launched a number of new products in 2020, investing
more into our reusable range - looking towards more
sustainable ways for people to manage their periods.
Our range of period underwear launched in March 2020,
in the midst of the first lockdown with our campaign
#DoItInYourPants, by the end of the year accounting for
40% of our online sales - match donating period pants to
our community partners.
Whilst Covid 19 meant many offices were closed to
staff, we still managed to welcome new businesses to
the Period Dignity movement - putting their staff’s
menstrual health as a priority. In October 2020, we also
launched MyPeriod.org.uk during National Inclusion Week,
alongside Period Dignity champions Morton Fraser, to
challenge employers to improve their menstrual policies
and provision in work places. MyPeriod.org.uk hosts an
interactive quiz for employers to measure how robust
their menstrual policies are - awarding top employers with
Gold, Silver or Bronze certification as a period friendly
business, alongside tips on how to improve the workplace
experience for their menstruating staff.
The end of 2020 Scotland made history passing the
Free Provision Act; after years of campaigning the hard
work of many organisations, strong female leaders and
campaigners - it is now enshrined in law that free period
products will be available to all. We’re looking forward to
helping deliver more sustainable and reusable options for
period management alongside the Scottish Government
and local authority partners.

2020 has not been the year that we imagined,
but it has seen Hey Girls adapt and grow whilst
keeping donations at the heart of our organisation.

Meeting Need -

Hey Girls Home Packs

Responding to Covid-19

Over 1 million products
distributed to people’s homes

Home packs delivered to
10 local authorities and
16 universities/colleges

36,600 reusable
products

23,800 people received
home packs

In a report published by Plan UK in May 2020, 3 in 10 women and girls now find themselves
in period poverty. Hey Girls knew that access to products during lockdown would prevent people
in need from getting the products that they need - especially if shielding. For people that relied on
getting products in Scotland across public spaces or in schools, those places were suddenly closed
and access immediately cut.
Working alongside local authority partners Hey Girls created the Home Pack Scheme, allowing
constituents to order products online funded by their local authority and delivered straight to their
door. The home packs included at least 3 months worth of products, to keep people protected
during lockdown.

Supporting Key Workers during Covid 19

The scheme has only picked up in pace, with 10 local authorities and 16 universities/colleges signing
up - getting products to their service users during Covid19.

Period Pants for local key workers
As the pandemic took hold, NHS key workers were
put under huge pressure to work hours on end in
Covid 19 wards. In response to the news that many
people barely had time to use the toilet let along
change their period products we donated period
pants to two local hospitals, providing a reusable
option that can we worn for up to 12 hours.

100 period pants
to St John’s Hospital
Livingstone
100 period pants
to Western General
Hospital Edinburgh

Discounts for NHS workers
In addition, Hey Girls provided key workers
a discount on period products through our
online shop.
188 period products
discounted for NHS
key workers

Shelley Hague – Strategic
Policy and Planning Manager at
Angus Council said:
“Angus Community Planning Partnership
have the aim to eradicate period poverty in
Angus by 2021 – the partnership with Hey
Girls has ensured that even through these
difficult times we have been able to send
out products to those most in need which
has been extremely well received from the
local people in Angus.”

Recipient of period
products in Angus said:
“Thank you so much for sending
products, I was so worried about
getting them as I can’t leave the
house.” Another also said: “This is a
god send – I have four daughters
and we all need products and I
have limited access to the shops.”

Donations Donations Donations
We couldn’t reach the people who need products most without our network of over 250 donation partners
across the UK. 2020 has seen the need for products grow with more people forced into poverty during the
global pandemic, the number being 3 in 10 women across the UK.
Throughout the year we’ve seen our donation partners work selflessly to continue to distribute and deliver
to communities in need – as well as develop new partnerships and collaborations to tackle period poverty.

10 MILLION DONATIONS

TEES

Tees work to alleviate issues
associated with poverty and
deprivation in TEES, delivering food,
clothing and toiletries across TEES
Valley.

“We estimated that you were
supplying us with over 35% of
our products last year, but I think
that is much larger now.We feel
it only right to give Hey Girls the
credit due for supporting us from
day one.”

2020 saw Hey Girls reach the phenomenal 10
million donation mark. Ending the year on just
over 12.5 million products donated!

BUDDY BAG
FOUNDATION

The Buddy Bag Foundation
provides children in emergency
care with a bag of essential
items to call their own, during an
intensely traumatic time in their
lives. We’re proud to be supplying
period products in partnership with the Buddy Bag
Foundation, and through our work together Hey
Girls was awarded a CSTR-A Associate Award for
Social Responsibility.

SNAG TIGHTS

Inclusive tights brand Snag Tights kindly
donated tights to us, adding our buy one give
one offering to include a pair of comfy tights
for all donations.

PROJECT GIVE

Hey Girls have been working with Project Give in Wolverhampton to deliver period products. During
Covid19 they received Lottery Funding to bolster their effort to get products into communities, 144,145
items donated since March.
Freedom4Girls said: “Freedom4Girls are contacted on a daily basis from support agencies, schools and

individuals who are struggling to afford period products. In May alone during lockdown we delivered over
7,000 packs of products to people in need.We would not be able to keep up with this demand, tackling period
poverty and supporting women, girls and people who menstruate if it wasn’t for the substantial and consistent
support from Hey Girls UK.”

MULBERRY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS
During the pandemic we were
delighted to provide period
products to Mulberry School for
Girls to support their care packages
distributed to 500 families.

Jasmine Wicks-Stephens,
Founder FAACE –
“It’s been incredible to work with
Hey Girls as our partner over the
last year.We launched Faace back
in February with a clear mission and
wanted to be able to work with a
cause that would resonate with us,
as well as our customer, and Hey
Girls has fitted the bill perfectly.The
partnership gets frequently picked
up in our press mentions, so we’ve
been thrilled to be able to not only
strengthen our own brand story, but
also raise awareness of the Hey Girls
initiative through this.We’ve also been
able to donate hundreds of products
to those in need, which is fantastic for
us as a brand and for our customers
whose purchases have made that
happen.We’re excited to continue this
partnership in 2021 as our businesses
grow and thrive together.”

Neelam Heera, Cysters
Founder –

FAACE & CYSTERS COLLABORATION
In March 2020 new beauty brand FAACE became a collaborating
partner, choosing to donate a % of their profits to Hey Girls – and
specifically to donation partner Cysters – a grassroots charity,
dedicated to supporting individuals with reproductive & mental
health issues. To date the sales have generated 1000 products
donated to Cysters.

1000

products
donated!

“Cysters are creating safe spaces
in minority communities to have
conversations around menstruation.
In doing so it was discovered
a number of people in these
communities did not have had
access to menstrual products.We
decided to reach out to Hey Girls
for support with this work and
thankfully they have responded
by sending us regular donations of
products.Without these invaluable
donations we wouldn’t be able
to continue our work.This has
become more apparent during the
pandemic, with more requests for
products across the Midlands.We
hope to continue working with hey
girls who share our ethos and sense
of community.”

THE TAMPON TAXI
In response to the pandemic, Hey Girls and Perth &
Kinross charity PKAVS decided to join forces to combat
period poverty in the area whilst offering period dignity
to local businesses.The Tampon taxi launched in April
2020, and now covers the whole region with pop up
period stations and a team on call to deliver essential
period care to residents who are struggling to access
products. Every business order that now comes to Hey
Girls from Perth and Kinross will automatically generate
donations for the Tampon Taxi.

Jenni Keenan, PKAVS Team Leader –

LUCY & YAK

1156
products
donated

“The Tampon Taxi team are thrilled to be
working with Hey Girls. Given how popular their
products are with Tampon Taxi service users,
making the collaboration official made perfect
sense!
The B2B scheme is helping the project to
become sustainable in the longer term, because
we know that the donations we receive will
be consistent.That means we can pass that
reliability on to the people we serve. It’s also a
great way to encourage the local community
to engage with the conversation around Period
Dignity, offering solutions to employees at local
firms whilst also supporting our vital service.
To us, period dignity is about easy, stigma-free
access to not just the essentials, but the products
people want to use.Working with Hey Girls
allows us to expand the range of high-quality
options available to those who depend on the
service.We believe that those accessing free
period products should have as much choice
as those who get their products at the local
supermarket, and working with Hey Girls takes
us a step closer to that reality.”

FESTIVE PERIOD
Throughout December our
#FestivePeriod campaign raised
money through online donations
equating to 4,548 products –
donated to TEES in January 2021.

Delivering

products to
community
spaces in
2020

WALES
At the beginning of 2020 the Welsh Government announced
it’s own period poverty scheme, funding schools, colleges and
local authorities to provide
free products.

Case Studies

Bangor University becomes first Welsh
University to supply Hey Girls Products
“We chose Hey Girls for a variety of reasons.
Having worked with many educational
institutions in Scotland, they share the
same vision as our pilot scheme; to ensure
students get access to free period products
as a necessity and to facilitate the change that
should have happened a long time ago. Hey
Girls, as we do, believes planet friendly periods
are the way to go, encouraging the use of
reusables and the correct disposal of single
use products. Lastly, they advocate for student
involvement in the design and implementation
of successful period poverty and dignity
schemes.

MONMOUTHSHIRE COUNCIL
Cllr Sara Jones, Cabinet Member
for Social Justice and Community
Development said:

“Making sure that all girls and young
people can easily access period products
is a key part of Monmouthshire County
Council’s social justice work, which is why
this funding from Welsh Government
has been so essential to buy products
to distribute through schools as well as
other venues like Food Banks.”
Carmarthenshire bespoke reusable kits
871 reusable kits were
created for secondary school
pupils in Carmarthenshire
– giving students a range of
reusable period products to
try in order to manage their
periods including reusable
pads, cups and period pants.

871
products
donated

Being student-led, it’s important that our
scheme is informed by our students to ensure
it best meets their needs.
Not only do Hey Girls share the same values
and vision as us, but they offer a simple and
stress-free home delivery scheme to provide
students with independent access to the

Holiday Packs for Cardiff Schools
Cardiff Council set up holiday packs
for students in primary and secondary
schools to provide period protection
over the Christmas holidays during the
Coronavirus Pandemic.
Cllr Merry - Cardiff City Council:
“Three years ago we carried out a
period dignity survey in secondary
schools to gain views about the issue of
period dignity and to consult on how
pupils would like to access free period
products.
This enabled us to ensure that the views
of young people were heard and acted
upon and has helped to remove barriers
in education. During these exceptional
times it is vital that pupils can continue
to access the hygiene provision they
need.”

Working with student campaigners
In 2020 we worked alongside student
unions across the UK to implement
period provision on campus’ or
home pack schemes to keep students
protected whilst stuck at home or in
halls of residence during Covid 19.

products they need at a very challenging time
financially, physically and mentally. They offer
a range of products from 100% plastic free
disposable pads and tampons to a variety of
reusable products. What’s more, products are
all sold at a reasonable price, enabling us to
help as many of our students as possible!”

By 2021 Hey Girls
are distributing to
15 Welsh Local
Authorities & 6
Universities

Period Dignity in the Workplace

CONSTRUCTION TAKES THE LEAD
MURPHY CONSTRUCTION
Group Director of People at Murphy, Dawn Moore, commented
“We’re delighted to be joining forces with Hey Girls and making Murphy an even better place to work.
forward.

By 2020 Hey Girls
working with 65
businesses across
the UK.

97% of people we asked
thought providing period
protection at work was a
great idea.

65% of people surveyed
said they had an
improved and positive
perception of their
employer.

We’re well aware that the sector as a whole needs to attract more women, and we’re hoping that through
partnerships like this, we can attract more talented people to come and work for Murphy.”
Willmott Dixon - GOLD Employers
Willmott Dixon Construction & Interiors sites are constantly evolving, and the Hey Girls team
are always adapting to the needs of a construction environment.
Willmott Dixon offer each of their sites dedicated budget to spend on plastic free period
care and dispensing units.This means that anyone on site who needs to use emergency
period care has safe access.

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY SEND
PRODUCTS HOME TO THEIR STAFF
The Environment Agency signed up to pilot Hey Girls
Home Packs for their staff with over staff
registering interest.

95% of staff thought
providing period care at
home was a good idea

98% said it improved
their perception of
their employer

12% reported they
were in financial
hardship, and these
products would help

70% reported they
were finding it difficult
to find the products
they wanted during
the pandemic

MORTON FRASER DONATES
STAFF PRODUCTS TO THEIR
COMMUNITY

now we’re talking ...

This dedication puts Willmott Dixon at the forefront of equality in construction.
Providing period care on site means more than just meeting practical measures; it actively
welcomes women into the world of construction with understanding and support.That is
a strong message to send to your employees and industry peers.

Whilst their offices closed in 2020, Morton Fraser
took the lead and instead donated their staff product
to community partners, supporting those who would
otherwise go without.

“I love that we are taking
steps to make things
easier for my colleagues.
Great work.”

“It helps if people can’t afford them,
also if you unexpectedly need
sanitary products and forget to bring
them. It also makes them more visible
and I think fosters a more open
culture around periods and related
health issues which is a
good thing.”

Mark Bennett, Senior Build Manager
– Willmott Dixon
“Over the last year since I have been working with Hey Girls
to improve facilities available for women on site it has been
amazing the support that I have personally received from the
team. This has been the case, even when what probably seems
a totally crazy question to ask. When asking advice of the
team in particular Kirsten nothing has been too much trouble.
To have gone on my journey with Hey Girls has been a real
pleasure. The result of my involvement with Hey Girls has
resulted in my becoming even more passionate about Period
Poverty and Period Dignity.
Over the last year we have had Hey Girls Period Products
on our sites. This has been seen as a huge step forward by a
construction company in what has traditionally been a largely
male orientated environment. We have on this site received
really positive comments from the women both working and
visiting the site. This has been said by the women on site that it is so
refreshing and ground breaking to have Period Products on site.”

In October 2020 Hey Girls alongside
the Scottish Government launched
MyPeriod.org.uk - a website for
businesses across the UK to measure
their period friendliness.

Let’s get real about
Periods at Work

The website plays host to an interactive
quiz for businesses to test their period
policies and receive a score - with helpful tips, videos and next steps in order to
provide period friendly provisions for menstruating staff.

Joining the Period Dignity campaign has been a
welcome introduction to Aesop skincare. Our workforce
are at the core of what we do, and this feels like a
natural progression towards ensuring each member of
the team is looked after. Providing period products in
our washrooms is such a simple step in allowing our
workforce to perform to the best of their ability.We are
really proud to join the period dignity movement on this
venture, it’s safe to say they have now become a core
part of our business. – James Cooney, Design Project
Manager at Aesop

In addition, the website houses lunch and learn activities for staff meetings, example
period friendly policies, case studies and information on menstrual health conditions
that could affect employees.

CMS in Scotland recently introduced period products to
their Edinburgh office and will shortly be doing the same in
Aberdeen. I’m so delighted to be working with Hey Girls and
giving colleagues free access to their products across the
CMS network.We’ve had terrific feedback from staff and
being able to help support local charities and organisations
as well as protecting the environment (and each other!) is
terrific. Having Hey Girls at to our recent CMS Women Event:
Sustainable Resolutions, was fantastic to be able to support,
promote and reach out to many other businesses.– Avril
Liston, Facilities Manager

Period poverty affects thousands of women and girls every
month in Manchester. Whilst great efforts are being made
to end this injustice, we know we are also doing our bit by
buying from Hey Girls. For every pack we buy, a pack is
given to someone who needs it. It’s that simple.
Tom Bloxham MBE, Chairman and co-founder ends his
presentations about Urban Splash with the oath sworn by
the citizens of ancient Athens as a reminder of the values we
live and work by at Urban Splash. Buying from Hey Girls is
simply one more way we can live true to that oath and we
encourage you all to do the same.

Sports groups enter into the
free period provision game…

SCOTTISH FA
The Scottish FA committed to providing Period
Dignity in their Hampden stadium after working
with a youth development programme, who pointed
out the significance this would have on creating an
equal environment for female players and fans.The
deciding factor for Scottish FA choosing to supply
Hey Girls was the fact they could use their donations
to support charities close to their hearts.

INVERNESS RFC
In the autumn of 2020, the Scottish
Government released funding to
support local sports clubs tackle
period poverty. Inverness RFC
were one of the beneficiaries,
and spent £100 on stocking their
washrooms with period products.
These products are in place to bring
dignity and access to their members
and female players.

With the hit of COVID19, the Scottish FA wanted
to continue supporting their selected Youth Football
charities with essential donations.They decided to
reallocate their Period Dignity budget and purchase
products that were quickly swept across the country.
The collective efforts of the Scottish FA, Sport
Scotland and Scottish Women’s Football welcomed
the distribution of over 11,000 Hey Girls period
products to community clubs.

“This initiative is the next stage on the Scottish FA’s journey to ensure there
are no barriers to participation.This follows on from Hampden Park becoming
the world’s first international football stadium to provide free sanitary
products to their staff, visitors and spectators.We hope clubs find benefit
within the products that will be distributed and we look forward to clubs
continuing to provide their members with free sanitary products in order to
create meaningful change across the Scottish landscape.” - David McArdle,
Scottish FA’s Diversity and Inclusion Manager

SCOTTISH SQUASH
During Sport Week 2020 in June,
Scottish Squash took to the road,
covering a 500 mile journey around the
country to promote Period Dignity and
the importance of equal opportunity in
sport. 22 clubs were visited over 5 days
with Hey Girls products.

Campaigns

DON’T RUSH TO FLUSH
September 2020, Hey Girls became the first period
brand to print Do Not Flush warnings on our
product wrappers in response to the environmental
impact that period waste
has on our planet. An
estimated 4.6million
products are flushed
down the toilet in the UK
every day.

UNSANITARY
In our second campaign collaboration
with adam&eveDDB - UNsanitary was
launched in February 2020 at two ASDA
superstores in the South of England.

The Don’t Rush To
Flush campaign rolled
out on social media
and across poster sites
across Edinburgh - to
raise awareness that flushing period products
down the loo is never acceptable!

UNsanitary was designed to raise
awareness about Period Poverty by
launching a ‘new product’ containing
materials (newspaper, toilet roll, socks)
people are forced to use everyday who
face period poverty.

DO IT IN YOUR PANTS
We launched our first range of reusable
period underwear with a bold campaign
#DOITINYOURPANTS.

MYPERIOD.ORG.UK LAUNCHES DURING
NATIONAL INCLUSION WEEK 2020

An interactive website designed
for businesses to assess and
score them on their period
policies.

SPECIAL EDITION 24 PAGE MINI-MAGA ZINE

YOU ARE NOT ALONE
£1050.00 RAISED
W H AT
THE

MYPERIOD.ORG.UK gives
businesses a bronze, silver or
gold certification - as well as
handy tips and resources to
upskill and educate business
leaders and staff about period
dignity.

now we’re talking ...

The period issue
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BIG ISSUE
Hey Girls and Big Issue launches the first
mini-magazine focused entirely on periods – a
publishing first.

In July Hey Girls sold exclusive
red period pants - the proceeds
going towards domestica abuse
support services. The campaign
ran over social media and tied into
a wider campaign ran by the UK
Government.

FESTIVE PERIOD
Throughout December our
#FestivePeriod campaign raised money
through online donations equating to
4,548 products – donated to TEES in
January 2021.

What our
customers say
about us...
“I was really pleased to find your
product... One particular aspect
I like is how you can tell women
have been at the forefront of the
design of the products, packaging,
which can be seen with the
domestic abuse hotline hidden
in the packaging. I’m happy to be
able to support your products and
recommend you to my friends and
hope to do so for many years to
come.”
“Keep up the good work! I love
your products!”
“Great products and a company
who cares for our planet!”
“So excited to have found you. So
many menstrual cups are based
outside the UK. I love your support
for period poverty.”
“The products are great quality for
a great price and when I ordered I
got a little note inside! These small
gestures mean a lot!”
“I love hey girls, I actually look
forward, not dread, my period
now!”
“Because it’s a great product, I
love your cheeky and empowering
approach and that it’s for social
good”

Reducing Waste
Hey Girls are dedicated to manufacturing the best
quality products made from either biodegradable
or recylable materials, as well as a range of reusable
products that save tonnes of waste going to landfill
every year.

People that made it happen
None of the work and milestones that we have achieced would have been possible without
the support of our amazing partners and funders:

NEW REUSABLE PRODUCTS
PERIOD PANTS

In 2020 Hey Girls launched their first line of period
underwear. Period Pants can be worn for up to 5
years if cared for well, saving waste to landfil and giving
people another option for sustainable period care.
Period pants are just like normal underwear, with added
absorbent layers of material. They can be washed and
worn again and again.

PACKAGING

Hey Girls are
constantly
changing and
innovating to
make sure our
products are
eco-friendly
and susatinable.
2020 saw us
launch new
recylable
packagin for
our period
pants and
reusable period pads.
REINFORCING MESSAGES

Disposable period products account for
200,000 tonnes of waste per year, with
1.5 – 2 billion period products flushed
down the toilet annually. Commercial
pads and tampons contain up to 90%
plastic, meaning they will take centuries
to biodegrade.
In September 2020, Hey Girls
became the first period brand to add
‘do not flush’ warnings on our pad,
panty liner and tampon wrappers.

What Next for Hey Girls?
Hey Girls has big ambitions for 2020. We’re already working with partners on exciting new campaigns to raise awareness of period
poverty and break down stigma. We’ll be adding new products to our range as period pants hit the shelves. We’re expanding the Hey
Girls team into England. And we’ve been working with our public sector partners to create a new app for Scotland, showing all the
locations where free period products are available. Watch this space!
Hey Girls is growing year on year, and 2021 is no different. We’re excited to be working on national campaigns to raise awareness
around Period Poverty alongside wonderful partners. We will continue to deliver products to those who need them most by
expanding our donation partners across mainland UK and growing more connections in Northern Ireland. Hey Girls continues to
develop innovative partnerships with Local Authorities in England, Scotland and Wales - and alongside student unions across the
country to provide period care on University campuses.

